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CONSTRUCTIVENESS OF HIRONAKA'S RESOLUTION
BY ORLANDO VILLAMAYOR (1)

Introduction
In [9] Hironaka develops the notion of local idealistic presentation for an algebraic
scheme X embedded in a regular scheme W. Here we take those results as starting
point and we exhibit a constructive resolution a/singularities (see 2.2)
Roughly speaking, an upper semicontinuous function is defined on a fixed Samuel
stratum such that
(i) the function determines the center of a permissible transformation n^: X^ -> X.
(ii) for 7Ci: Xi ->X as before, an upper semicontinuous function can be defined at Xi
[as in (i)] such that either there is an improvement of the Hilbert-Samuel functions at
Xi, or there is an improvement on these functions. Repeating (i) and (ii) a finite number
of times, say
Hy

71^

x,-^x,_i-^... -^x^->x
one can force an improvement (at Xy) of the Hilbert-Samuel function.
In section 1 we introduce the notation and some results (without proofs) required for
the construction. We refer the reader mainly to [9] for more details and proofs. The
definition of constructive resolutions and the development of these are given in section
2.

I thank Prof. Jean Giraud for important suggestions on this work.
§ 1. Throughout this article W will denote a regular algebraic scheme admitting a finite
cover by affine sets. Each restriction to these being the spectrum of an algebra of finite
type over a fixed field k of characteristic zero. And all patching maps being fe-algebra
maps.
A map Wi -> W will always mean a morphism of finite type.

(1) Supported by the Alexander von Humboldt-Stiftung.
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We consider pairs of the form (J, b) where b is a positive integer and J c Oyy is a
coherent sheaf of ideals for which J^O, V x e W (J^ denotes the stalk at x).
Given a valuation ring A and a principal ideal J c: A let ord (J) denote the value of J
with respect to the valuation associated with A.
DEFINITION 1.1. — Assume that (J^, b^) and (J^, b^) are two pairs as before with the
property that for any morphism h: Spec (A) -^W, where A is a noetherian valuation
ring, the following equality holds:
ord(JiA) _ord(J2A)

(at Q).

f c i ~ b , •
JfA the ideal induced by J, via h at A.
This condition defines an equivalence relation among such pairs. We shall say that
(Ji, fci) — (J2, ^2) ^d the equivalence class of a pair (J, &), say ja^==((J, b)) is called an
idealistic exponent at W (see Def. 3, p. 56 [9]).
Assume that (J^, b^) ^ (J^, b^) and let 71: W^ -> W be any morphism of regular schemes,
then (Ji Oy^, b^) ~ ^0^ ^2) So we define for a given idealistic exponent j3^=((J, fc))
at W, the idealistic exponent n'1^) as:
^(^((JO^b)).

DEFINITION 1.2. — Let (Ji, &i) and (J2, b^) be two equivalent pairs at W corresponding
to the idealistic exponent j^. If x e W then
^_V.(Jl)^V.(J2)
fcl

^2

9

where v^(Jf) denotes the order of the stalk J, ^ at the local regular ring Oyy „. We define
^ or^r of^/atx to be v^(e^)=c and tfoz ord^r o/e^ to be ord(j^)= max{v^(j^)}.
X€W

DEFINITION 1.3.—Given a pair (J, b) at W as in Def. 1.1 we define a reduced
subscheme:
Sing^.Q^xeWlv^J)^}
A transformation n: Wi -> W is said to be permissible for (J, b) if it is the blowing up
with center C, where C is a regular subscheme of W contained in Sing^J).
In this case there is a coherent sheaf of ideals J c 0^ such that JO^y =11^ where P
denotes the sheaf of ideals C^—Tt'^C)) c= 0^.
We define the transform of(J, b) by n to be the pair (J, b) at Wi.
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One can check that if (Ji, b^) — (J^ b^) at W then:
(i) Smgb^(J^=Smgb2(J^ and if (7,, b,) denotes the transform of (J,, b^ i = l , 2 by a
permissible map 71: Wi -> W, then:
(ii) (Ji, b,) - (J^, ^) at Wi.
So now let (J, b) be a pair at W, TT: W\ ->W permissible for (J, b) and ^=((J, &)),
then we define the subscheme of singular points:
Sing (^) ^Smg^J) c W
A transformation n: W^ -> W is said to be permissible for ^ if it is permissible for (J, b)
and the transform of ^ by the permissible transformation n to be ja^=((J, &)) at Wi
where (J, b) is the transform of (J, b). Finally a sequence of permissible transformation
ofs/ over W is a sequence
"1

"2

"r

W = W o < - W i < - W 2 . . . ^-W,
J^=J^O

^1

^2

^r

where each 71, is permissible for J^i-i and ^^ is the transform of e^_i.
DEFINITION 1.4. — We define on Wi for some index set A
E^={Ej^eA}
each E^ being a smooth hypersurface of W or the empty set. We also assume that these
hypersurfaces have only normal crossings L e. U EX (c: W) ls a subscheme with only
3leA

normal crossings.
A monoidal transformation K: Wi -^ W is said to be permissible for (W, E^), if it is
the blowing up at a center C which is regular and has only normal crossings with
UE,.
^6A

In this case the transform of (W, E^) is defined as (Wi, E^), where Ai =A U {?} and
(i) for each ^eA c: A^, E{ is the strict transform of E^ c: W, by this we mean the
strict transform of the components of E^ which are not components of C. E^=0 if
E^=0, also ifE^=C.
WE^K-^C).
It is clear that U B, consists of hypersurfaces with only normal crossings.
a e AI

A permissible tree is a data of the form:

w=Wo^w^...w,_i^w,
T'

^=^0

^i

KA,-!

C=Co

Ci

C^_i

KA,

each 7i, permissible for (W,_i, E^_^) and (W,, E^) being the corresponding transform.
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DEFINITION 1.5. — An isomophism r=(9, y): (W, EJ ->(W, E^) consists of:
(i) A bijection y: A -> A".
(ii) An isomorphism 9: W -> W inducing by restriction an isomorphism
^ E^EYO)
for seach ^eA.
Remark 1.6. — Given an isomorphism of pairs F: (W, E^) -^(W, E^) as before, and
a transformation Tii: W^ -^ W permissible for (W, E^) (Def. 1.4) with center C, then
9(C) c: W has only normal crossings with U E^ and if n\ denotes the corresponding
XeA'

transformation then there is a unique isomorphism r\=(9i,yi) of the transforms
(Wi, E^) and (Wi, E^) such that the diagram
W, ^ W,,
"i^
l"i
W -^ W

is commutative.
Moreover if T is any permissible tree for (W, E^), then via F, T induces a permissible
tree over (W, E^) and the isomorphism r can be "lifted" by T.
Remark 1.7. - Let A=Spec(k[X]) and P^: W ^ = W x A"-^W the natural projection
(n^O). Given a pair (W, E^) as in Def. 1.4 we define on each W^ a set (E^, which
consists for each X e A of (E^=P^ 1 (E^).
An isomorphism F== (9: y): (W, EJ -^ (W, E^) (Def. 1.5) induces natural isomorphisms
r»=(9, yj: (W, (E^)-(W, (E^Q
for all n^9.
DEFINITION 1.8. — Consider now a 3-tuple (W, ^, E^) where ^ is an idealistic
exponent on W and (W, EJ is as in Def. 1.4.
A tree T is said to be permissible for (W, eS/, EJ when the two following conditions
hold:
(a) T is permissible for (W, E^) (Def. 1.4)
(b) the induced sequence of transformation
W = W o ^ W ^ . . . ^W,_i^W,

is permissible for (W, jaQ in the sense of Def. 1.3.
If TCi: Wi -^ W is permissible for (W, ^, E^), let ja^i denote the transform of ^ (Def.
1.3) and (Wi, E^) the transform of (W, EJ (Def. 1.4), then (Wi, j^i, E^^) is called the
transform o/(W, j^, E^).
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The grove o/(W, ^, E^) consists of all possible permissible trees for (W, ^, E^).
Let ?„: W ^ = W x A " - ^ W be as in Remark 1.7 then the poly grove of (W, j^, EJ
consists of the groves of (W^, P^~1 QaQ, (E^) for each n^O. P^1 (e^) as in Def. 1.1
An idealistic situation is a 3-tuple (W, j^, E^) as before, together with its polygrove.
DEFINITION 1.9. — An isomorphism from the idealistic situation (W, e^, E^) to
(W, js/', E^/) consists of an isomorphism
r=(9: y): (W, E^) -^ (W, E^) (Def. 1.5)
such that the induced isomorphism

rxe, yj: (w,, (E^) - (w, (E^),

n^o

(Remark 1.7) establish a bijection between those trees of the grove of
(W^ P^1 GaQ, (E^) and those of the grove of (W;., P^1 CO, (E^/) for all n^O. The
correspondence of trees via an isomorphism being as in Remark 1.6.
DEFINITION 1.10. — Consider at W an idealistic situation (W, e^, E^) and an etale map
e: Wi ^ W
then the restriction by e of (W, e^, E^) is the idealistic situation (Wi, e~1^), (E^)
where:
(a) for each 5i e A, (E^)^ = e~1 (E^)
(fc) if ^ is the class of (J, &), then ^ -1 (^) is the class of (JO^i, fc) (Def. 1.1).
Given a closed point xeSing(j^), then an erak neighbourhood of (W, j^, E^) at x
consists of an etale map e: Wi -» W, an idealistic situation (W\, e~1 (j^), (E^)^) as before,
and a point ^eSing(^~ 1 (e^/)) such that e(y)=x.
Given two idealistic situations (W\, ^^ E^^), (W^, ^^ ^2) and closed points
XieSing(j^i), X2eSing(eS/2), then Xi is said to be equivalent to x^ if there are etale
neighbourhoods at x^ and x^ which are isomorphic i.e. there are etale maps
e(. W; -> W,, i == 1, 2, restrictions (W;, ^~x (j<.), ^ ~ x (E)^^.), f = 1, 2, closed points
^eSing(^~ 1 (e^f)), i = l , 2 and an isomorphism of idealistic situations (Def. 1.9)
r= (9, Y): (W,, ^(^i), (^ 1 (E))A,)^(W2, ^l(^2), ^ 1 (E)A2)

such that 0(^i)=^2«
Remark 1.10.1. — Let the notation and assumptions be as in Def. 1.9.
Let e: Wi -> W be an etale map and
»i
Wi - W,

^i

[e

W ^W
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the commutative diagram arising from the fiber product of 9: W -»• W and e: W^ -^ W.
Then ^ is etale and 61 induces an isomorphism between the restricted situations (Def.
1.10).
This follows from the definition of excellence.
1.11 . - Let (Z, EJ, (W, E^) be as in Def. 1.4 and i: Z^-W be an immersion of
regular schemes Assume furthermore that the following condition holds:
(1.11.1)

V^eA: E^=E^nZ.

In this case it is clear that a permissible tree T for (Z, E^) induces a permissible tree for
(W, EJ, say i(T). And the final transform of (Z, EJ and (W, E^) by T and f(T) still
satisfy 1.11.1.
Let A (=Spec(fe[X]), W^=WxA", Z ^ = Z x A " and (E^, (E^ be as in Remark
1.7. If i: Z-^W is such that condition 1.11.1 is satisfied, then the same will hold for
^
the natural immersions Z^ c> W^.
DEFINITION 1.11. — Let (Z, ^, EJ, (W, ^, EJ be two idealistic situations (Def. 1.8),
assume that Z is a subscheme of W, i: Z c^ W, and that E^ and E^ satisfy 1.11.1. Then
i is said to be a strong immersion if Z^ <^ W^ induces a bijection between the grove of
(Z,, P,-1 (^), (E^) and that of (W,, P^-1 (^), (E^) for all n^O.
THEOREM 1.12. — Let
(Zi, ^i, (Ei)^) ^ (W, ^, EJ

and

(Z^, ^ (E^) ^ (W, ^, EJ

&e two strong immersions (Def. 1.11), and kt x, be a closed point at Sing(^) <= Z; (i= 1, 2)
such that i\ (^i)=^2 (X2)•
J/dim(Zi)^=dim(Z2)^ tnen Xi is equivalent to x^ (Def. 1.10).
Proof. — Argue as in Theorem 11.1 [8] and construct a retraction from W to Z, locally
at some etale neighbourhood of i^(x^)=i^(x^) which induces an isomorphism of the
restricted idealistic situations (Def. 1.10).
THEOREM 1.13.1.—Let Xi be a closed singular point of an idealistic situation
(Z,, ^,, E^) f = l , 2 (Def. 1.8). Ifx^ and x^ are equivalent (Def. 1.10) then
v^i)=v,^)

(Def. 1.2)

Proof. - (see Prop. 8, p. 68 [9].
1.13.2. — We now refer to Definition 1.9, p. 59 [9] for the notion of tangent vector
space of an idealistic exponent ^ at a closed point x e Sing (e^) c W (say T^ J. This
is a subspace of T^ ^ (the tangent-space of W at x) and we shall denote its codimension
byr(^,x).
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THEOREM 1.13.2.— Let (Z;, j<., E^) f = l , 2 and x, i = l , 2 ^ as in the last
theorem. Then
T(j^i, Xi)=T(^, ^2)

and T(^i, x^O iffv^,)=l (Def. 1.2).
Proo/. — The proof of this fact is similar to that of Theorem 1.13.1.
i

1.14. Let Z c> W be as before a closed immersion of regular schemes and
Z^=Z x A" c^ W^=W x A" the induced immersions.
Let (W, j^, E^) be an idealistic situation and
W x A" = (W^)o ^ (W,)i. . . ^-(W^,
(E^=(E,)^ (E^
(E^
Co

C,

a tree over W^, permissible for (W^, P^CaQ, (E^) (5^ Def. 1.8). For any such tree
let (Z^c(W^), denote the strict transform of Z^(cW^=(WJo).
DEFINITION 1.14. — With the notation as before, a regular subscheme ZcW is said
to have maximal contact with the idealistic situation (W, ^, E^) if, for any fix n^O and
any tree T of the grove of (W^, P^^UE^) one has that C,<=(ZJ, 0 ^ f < r , or
equivalently if j<. denotes the transform at (W^ of j^o=P^ 1 (j^), then Sing (j<.)c:(ZJ;,
Vn^O.
THEOREM 1.15.—Let (W, e^, E^) be an idealistic situation (Def. 1.8), Z c, W a
regular subscheme having maximal contact with jaf, and (Z, EJ as in Def. 1.4. If the
condition 1.11.1 holds for (Z, E^) and (W, E^) then, locally at any closed point
x e Sing (jaQ, either
(a) Sing ja^=Z or
(b) for a convenient restriction of (Z, E^) at a Zariski neighbourhood of x (as in
Def. 1.10), say (Z, EJ, there is an idealistic situation (Z, ^, E^) such that f : Z c ^ W i s a
strong immersion (Def. 1.11).
Proof. - See theorem 5, p. Ill [9].
DEFINITION 1.15. — If (a) ever holds at x, we shall say that x is a regular point of
Sing(j^).
THEOREM 1.16.1.—Let (W, j2/, E^) be an idealistic situation and assume that
ord(j2/)=l (Def. 1.2). Then, locally at any closed point xeSing(e^), there is a regular
hypersurface H having maximal contact with the restricted idealistic situation (Def. 1.10
and Def. 1.14).
COROLLARY 1.16.1. — Assume that xeW is not a point at which (locally) Sing(j^)
is regular of codimension one (Def. 1.15). And assume also that H is a hypersurface
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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of maximal contact, (H, E^) is as in Def. 1.4 and that (H, EJ and (W, E^) satisfy the
condition 1.11.1. Then, after restricting to a convenient Zariski neighbourhood of x,
there is an idealistic situation (H, ^, E^) such that i: H q: W is a strong immersion
(Def. 1.11).
THEOREM 1.16.2.—Let T^WI-^W be permissible for an idealistic situation
(W, ^, EJ (Def. 1.8), assume that ord(^)=l and let (Wi, e<, E^) ^ ^
transform. Then either Sing(^i)=0 or ord(j^i)=l. J/ x 15 any closed point of
Sing(^i):
T(^,71(X))^T(^,X)

DEFINITION 1.16. 3. — Let (W, .< E^) be an idealistic situation, we define
T(^)=

inf

{r«x)}

x 6 Sing (jaQ

and
R(T)(^)={xeSing(^)|T« x)=T(^) and x
is a regular point of Sing(j^) (Def. 1.15) }.
PROPOSITION 1.16.4 (with the same notation as before). — (a) The set R(r)(j^) is a
regular subscheme o/W, of codimension T(J^) at any point, and every irreducible component
O/R(T)(J^) is a connected component o/Sing(j^).
(b) Let n: Wi -^ W be permissible for (W, s/, E^) (Def. 1. 8) and let (W^ j^i, E^^) ^
fts transform, then at a closed point xeSing(j2/i) both conditions:
(i) x is regular at Sing(j^i) (m the sense o/Def. 1.15).
(ii) T(^,X)=T(^)
wi7? Wri (/'and on;^ ifn(x)eR(^(^)).
Theorem 1.16.1, 1.16.2 and Prop. 1.16.4 follow from Theorem 1 p. 104 [9].
1.17. WEIGHTED IDEALISTIC SITUATIONS. - Let (W, E^) be as in Def. 1.4 and P^ the
sheaf of ideals (c=0w) defining E,, (i. e. P^=0(-EJ) for each X,eA.
DEFINITION 1 . 1 7 . 1 . — A weighted idealistic situation is an idealistic situation
(W, ^, E^) (Def. 1.8) together with:
(i) a set A^ consisting for each ^eA, of a locally constant function
a(^):E^(Q^O) (non negative rational numbers) such that if e^=((J, b) and
xeSing^J), then at 0^, ^:
J.=

n

P^^.J.J^P...

V^/xeE,

{X|X€E^}

and P (X) (x) = b. (a (?i) (x)) e (Z ^ 0), for some coherent sheaf of ideals J (c= 0^).
(ii) at each closed point xeSing^J) define A ^ = { ^ e A | x e E ^ } . Since these hypersurfaces have only normal crossings at W it follows that c):A^dim W. We assume
4® SERIE - TOME 22 — 1989 — N° 1
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the existence of a total order at any such Ay say <, subject to the following conditions:
x

(1.17.1.1) Given two closed points {x^, x^]czE^ OE^ then oii^o^ if and only if
aij<oc2. We denote this weighted idealistic situation by (W, ja^, E^, A^).
We also define the weighted order of ^ at x
v (3)

w — v^ (j^) = —— (check consistency).
b
The weighted order of ^:
w-ord (j2/)= max

{ w — v^ (j^.)}.

.x: e Sing j^

And the weighted singularities of s^\
w-Sing (j3Q = { x e Sing (jaQ [ w — v^ (^) = vv-ord (js/) }
which is a closed subset of Sing(j^).
DEFINITION 1.17.2 (notation as in Definition 1.9). —Two weighted idealistic situations (W, j^, E^, A^) and (W, ^//, E^/A^/) are said to be isomorphic if there is an
isomorphism of the underlying idealistic situation (W, ^/, E^) and (W, ^/, E^.), induced
by an isomorphism
r: (9, y): (W, E^) ^ (W-, E^,) (Def. 1.9)
such that:
(i) for each ^eA let a(^) eA^ and a^y^)) eA^ be the corresponding functions, then
a^a^Y^Mel^E.-^Q^O)
(ii) at any closed point xeSing(^), K^<K^ (at A^) if and only if y(X,i) < y ( x ^ ) (at
x

9(x)

Aeoc)).
(From Theorem 1.13.1 it follows that only (ii) must be checked)
DEFINITION 1.17.3 (notation as in Def. 1.10). — Consider a weighted idealistic situation (W, j3/, E^, A^) and an etale map e: Wi -> W then the restriction by e consists of:
(i) the restriction of the idealistic situation
(W^-^UE^) (Def. 1.10)
(ii) (e ~1 (A))^ = { a7 (X) | ^ € A} where
(^(^a^o^-i^,
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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(iii) At a closed point xeSing (e~1^)), given ^, K^eA^ define ^1^2 ^

an

d only

if ^,1 < ^2. The restriction by e of (W, j^, E^, A^) is again a weighted idealistic situation.
e(x)

Given two weighted idealistic situations (W^, j^, E^., A^.) i=l,2 and closed points
XfeSing(j^), then x^ and x^ are said to be equivalent (as singular points of weighted
idealistic situations) if there are restrictions at etale neighbourhoods of Xi(i= 1,2) and an
isomorphism as in Def. 1.10 which is also isomorphism of weighted idealistic situations
(Def. 1.17.2).
Remark. — So far we have not defined a notion of transform of weighted idealistic
situations, at least not as weighted idealistic situations.
DEFINITION 1.17.4. — Let (W, ja^, E^, A^) be as before. A transformation
n: Wi -^ W is said to be w-permissible if:
(i) n is permissible for the idealistic situation (W, j^, E^) (Def. 1.8).
(ii) In the case that w-ord(.c/)>0 (Def. 1.17.1), and if n is the blowing up at center
C<=W then Cc=w-Sing(jaO.
If K : Wi -> W is a w-permissible transformation as before and (Wi, E^) is the
transform of (W, E^) (see Def. 1.4), then A I = A U { P } and we define now A^ as
follows:
(i) for each XeAcA^, let (^(^^a^) 0 ^^ where E[ is the strict transform of E^
(Def. 1.4).
(ii) ^(P)^-!^ ^
a^oTi+w-ord^)
{^|cf<=E^}

where the c^ are the connected components of C, so ^ (fS): n~1 (C) ->Q is a locally
constant function. Now we define at each closed point xeSing (c^i) [j3/i the transform
of ^ (Def. 1.3)] a total order at (A^:
(i) If Pe(A^ [i.e. if xen'^C)] and p^ae(A^ then P<a.
x

(ii) Given o^ ^ P^o^, then a^ <a2 if and only if o^ < 02.
x

n(x)

(W, j2/i, E^^, A^^) is now a weighted idealistic situation called the transform of
(W, ja^, E^, A^) b^ 7i, which we also denoted by (Wi, ^, E^^, A^^) -^ (W, ^, E^, A^).
Remark 1.17.5. - Let F: (9, y): (W, A) -> (W, A') define an isomorphism of the
weighted idealistic situations (W, j^, E^, A^) and (W, ^\ E^,, A^,) (Def. 1.17.2). Let
7i: Wi -> W be a w-permissible transformation for (W, s/, E^, A^) (Def. 1.17.4). Then
there exists a unique isomorphism of weighted idealistic situations F such that the
diagram
(W, ^,, E^, A^AW,, ^,, E^,, A^,)
"1

1"'
/

(W, < E^, A^) ^ (W, ^ , E^, A^,)
/^/

4® SfeRIE - TOME 22 - 1989 - N° 1
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commuts, where n' corresponds to n via F and (Wi, ^/\, E^, A^) is the transform of
(W7, ^/, E^, A^).
Remark 1.17.6. - With the notion as in Def. 1.17.1.
Let (W, j^, E^, A^) be a weighted idealistic situation and t=w-ord (^). If
^=((J,fc))then:
(a) ti=fc.r==max {v^(J)} and
xeW

(b) w-Sing (^) = { x e Sing (^) | v^ (J) = t,}.
When (> 0 we attach to (J, b) a new idealistic pair w (J, b) as follows:
Ifr^l.then: w(J,fc)=(J, ?i).
If 0 < t < l , then: w(J, b)=(((^^))t^Jb~t^,t^(b-t^)) where ri=^, and J and
P^ are as in Def. 1.17.1. Now we can check:
(i) If (J, b)-(r, y)=>w(J, fc)-w(J', y) (check first that (J, b)^(J\ b'), notation as
before).
(ii) If w(jaQ denotes (w(J, b)), then Sing(w(^))=w-Sing(^). So TI:WI-^W is
w-permissible for (W, j^, E^, A^) if and only if it is permissible for (W, w(j2/), E^)
(Def. 1.17.4 and Def. 1.8).
(iii) Let n: W^ -> W be as in (ii) and let (W^, js/i, E^^, A^^) be the transform of
(W, ja^, E^, A^)(Def. 1.17.4). Then:
w-ord (e^i) ^ w-ord (j^)
and if the equality holds, then w(j^i) is the transform (simply as idealistic situation) of
w(^)(Def. 1.8).
Remark 1.17.7. — Given a weighted idealistic situation (W, j^, E^, A^), assume word(j^)>0, and let w(j2/) be as before, then: ord(w(^))==l.
Remark 1.17.8. - If (W, ^, E^) is an idealistic situation (Def. 1.8) and ord(^)=l
(Def. 1.2) then it can be given a structure of weighted idealistic situation, taking A^ to
consists of the functions a(X) which are constantly equal to zero along E^ for each ^eA
(Def. 1.17.2).
Note also that in this case w-Sing(^)=Sing(j3/). So the notions of w-permissibility
and of permissibility coincide (Def. 1.17.4 and Def. 1.8).
If TT : Wi -> W is permissible for (W, j^, E^) [w-permissible for (W, j^, E^, A^)] and
(W, e^i, E^) ((Wi, e^i, E^, A^^)) denotes the transform. Then again A^ consists of
functions a (X): E^ -^ Q such that a (^) (x) = 0 V x e E^, V ^ e Ap
1.18. IDEALISTIC SPACES

DEFINITION 1.18.1. — By (C(m), A) we denote a category, where the objects are
those weighted idealistic situations (W, ^/, E^, A^) where dim W=w (Def. 1.17.1) and
a map (Wi, ja^i, E^^, A^^) -^ (W, j^, E^, AJ is an etale map e: Wi -^ W such that id^^
induces an isomorphism (Def. 1.17.2) between (W^, e^, E^^, A^^) and the restriction
of (W, ^, E^, A^) by ^ (Def. 1.17.3).
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'feCOLE NORMALE SUPfiRIEURE
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To simplify the notation, given an object aeC(m, A) we denote
a=(W(cx),^(a),E^,A^).
A subset C of C(m, A) consists, for each aeC(m, A) of a locally closed subset
C(a)c:Sing (Q(a))c:W(a) subject to the following conditions:
1. Given a-^ P in C(m, A), then e(j)~1 (C(^))=C((i) where e(/):W(a) -^W(P) is the
associated etale map.
2. Given 04, o^eC^m, A) and closed points Xf€W(a,), if x^ and x^ are equivalent
(Def. 1.17.3), then x^eC(^)<^x^eC(^)'
DEFINITION 1.18.2. — An idealistic space of dimension m is a map % from a set I to
C(w, A) (dim %=m).
A dos^ri subset C of ^ consists of a subset C of C(m, A) such that for each a el
C(x(a)) (^W^a))) is a closed subset. A closed subset C of / is said to be permissible
for 7 if C(/(a)) is w-permissible for ^(a) in the sense of Def. 1.17.4. In such case the
transform of ^ by C is defined by ^:I-^C(m, A) where /'(a) is the transform of 5c(a)
by C(a) (Def. 1.17.4). This we denote by /'-^x 3Ln(^ n ls ^d to be a permissible
transformation with center C.
A point xe^c consists of a closed point ^eSing(j^(/(a))c:W(5c(a)) (for some a el)
together with all those x? e Sing (^ (7 (p))c:W (/(?)) (Pel) such that x, and x? are
equivalent (Def. 1.17.3).
DEFINITION 1.18.3. — A m-dimensional idealistic space ^:I->C(m, A) is said to be
restrictive to an n-dimensional idealistic space if n ^ m and there are idealistic spaces
^: I -> C (w, A) and ^: I -> C (n, A) such that:
1. Points of 5C are locally equivalent to points of ^ and the converse also holds (local
equivalence always as in Def. 1.17.3).
2. For each a el there is a strong immersion (Def. 1.11), disregarding the weighted
i (a)

structure, induced by W(^(a)) c; W(^(a)) such that two points
x,eSing(^(^(a,))cW(x^a,)),
f = l , 2 are equivalent points at C (n, A) (Def. 1.18.2) if and only if i (o^) (x^) are equivalent
as points of /„ [at C (m, A)].
Remark 1.18.4. — Given ^ and ^ as before, permissible center for ^ and %^ coincide
(via i) and if ^ -^ ^ and ^ "^ Xn are ^1G permissible transforms at an identified center,
then (1) and (2) hold for ^ and ^.
Remark 1.18.5. — Suppose that for each a el,
Ln(a)=(W(x,(a)), ^(x,(a)), E^, A^)

is such that all functions a(^) (Def. 1.17.1) [for all ^eA(a)] are constant functions equal
to zero f. e.
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a Ck): E^ -> Q is such that a (?.) (x) = 0, Vx e E,,, V^ e A (a). Assume that this also holds
for any a el at 5Cn(a), then (2) of Def. 1.18.3 can be replaced by:
(2') For each a el there is a strong immersion, disregarding the weighted structure,
induce by:
W(^(oO)c^WOc.(oO)
»'(a)

1.19. When we consider a fixed idealistic space %:\->C(m, A), and a el we denote
X(a)=(W(x(a)),^(x(oO), E^, A^) by (W(a), ^(a), E^, A^).
DEFINITION 1.19.1. — An idealistic space %: I -> C(m, A) is said to be quasi-compact if
there is a finite subset {o^,. ..,o^}d such that for any a el and any closed point
xeSing(j^(a))cW(a) there is an index f, l ^ f ^ n and a point ^eSing(^(a;)) such x
and ^ are locally equivalent (Def. 1.17.3).
If x is a point of ^ (Def. 1.18.2), say that XieW(ai) belongs to the class of x, then
we define the order of ^ at x
ord,0c)=v^(a,)) (Def. 1.2)
and
T(x,x)=T(^(ai),x,), (Def. 1.13.2)
the consistency of these definitions are given by Theorems 1.13.1 and 1.13.2.
The order of % is:
ord^=max{ord^(a)} (Def. 1.2)
ael

The weighted order of 7 is:
w-ord(5c)=max{w-ord(j^(a))} (Def. 1.17.1)
ael

and
T (x) = inf { T (^ (a), x) | x e Sing (^ (a))}.
ocel

1.19.2. One can check that the following are closed subsets of ^ in the sense of
Definition 1.18.2.
1. Singx:(Singx)(a)=Sing(x(a))=Sing(^(a))cW(a), Vocel.
2. vv-Sing 7: (w-Sing 7) (a) = w-Sing (s/ (a)) c: W (a), Va e I.
3. I f T = T ( x ) t h e n F ( T ) ( x ) :
F(T)(x)(oc)={x6Sing^(a)|T(^(a),x)=T}
ANNALES SCIENTIFIQUES DE L'ECOLE NORMALE SUPERIEURE
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4. I f T = T ( x ) t h e n R ( T ) ( x ) :
R(T)(x)(oc)={xeSing^(a)|T(^(a),x)=T
and
x is regular at Sing j^ (a) (Def. 1.15) }.
Remark 1.19.2. — R (r) (^) is a component of Sing / in the sense that Va e I, R (r) (/) (a)
is a union of connected components of (Sing^)(a)=Sing(j^(a)) {see Proposition 1.16.4).
DEFINITION 1.19.3. — Given ^: I -> C(m, A) such that w-ord(^) >0 (Def. 1.19.1), define
w(x):I-.C(m,A)by:
w(x)(oc)=(W(a), w(^(a)),E^, A^)
w(j^(a)) as in 1.17.6 and all functions of A^, being constantly equal to zero (see
Remark 1.17.8).
Now one can check that w(^) is an idealistic space for which:
(i) ord(w0c))==l (Def. 1.19.1).
(ii) Sing (w (%)) = w-Sing (^c).
(iii) If 7i: 5Ci -> % is a permissible transformation (Def. 1.18.2) then w-ord^i ^w-ord^c.
(iv) If the equality holds at (iii) then naturally n:\v(^)->\v(%) is a permissible
transformation.
THEOREM 1.20. — Let %'. I -^ C(m, A) be a quasi-compact m-dimensional idealistic space
of order 1 (Def. 1.19.1). J/E^=0VaeI, then T (/)>!, and ^ is restrictive to a quasicompact idealistic space of dimension w — 1 (Def. 1.18.3).
Proof. — Follows from theorems 1.16.1 and 1.12.

§ 2. Constructive Resolutions
2.1. Recall from 1.19.3 that if n:^ ->% is a permissible transformation of idealistic
spaces, then
w-ord(^i)^w-ord(5c).
DEFINITION 2.1.—Fix a sequence of idealistic spaces and permissible transformations (1.18.2):
"1

(2.1.1)

"2

"r

X o ^ - X i ^ X i ^ - • • • ^Xr

and assume that w-ord(/o)=w-ord(^)>0, we shall say that ^Q is a ne\v space and %Q is
the birth of /,..
46 SERIE - TOME 22 - 1989 - N° 1
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In this case [(2.1.1) being fixed], we define T (w 7,)) to be T (w (jo)) [^ (Xo) as in Def- 1- ^ 1
and w(^) as in 1.19.3].
Let %o:l-^C(m, A), then (2.1.1) induces for each a el a sequence of w-permissible
transformations of weighted idealistic situations
(W<°)(o0, ^(a), E^, A^AW^^OC), ^(a), E^, A^). . .
^(W^^a^^^^E^A^)
For each a el we define (E^))^ (E^)~ such that
p(r) —(p(r) \ + i \(V(r) \^A (a)"•"- I ^A (aV ^ V ^A (a)^

•

(i) (E^))~ consists of the strict transform at W^a) of elements of E^) [as in (i) of
Def. 1.4].
(ii) (E^,^ consists of the strict transforms at W^a) of the exceptional locus of n?
7 = l , 2 , . . . , r [ a s i n ( i i ) Def. 1.4].
A partial resolution of % consists of a'sequence of permissible transformations
"1
"2
"r
"r+1
X ^ O ^ - X ^ - ^ - - - ^-Xr ^ Xr+1

such that w-ord(^)=w-ord(^)>w-ord(x^+i). And a resolution is a sequence
Xo <" • • • ^~ Xs
of permissible transformations, and Sing %, = 0.
2.2. At this point we want to establish the meaning of a constructive resolution of quasi
compact idealistic spaces of dimension m.
On any partially ordered set (D, <) consider the discrete topology, then a constructive
resolution of x consists of:
(i) An upper semicontinuous function (p: Sing % -> D such that
Max (p = { x e Sing ^ | (p (x) is maximum }
is the center of a permissible transformation
^i''

Xi -^ X-

(ii) If Tii: 5Ci ^ ^ [as in (i)] is not a resolution of 7 (Def. 2.1), then there is an upper
semicontinuous function (pi: Sing %^ -> D, such that:
(a) (p (TCI (x)) ^ (pi (x), Vx e Sing /i
(b) If ye (x) ^Max (p then (pi (x) = (p (TC (x))
(c)_Max(pi is permissible at 71
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(iii) Assume that a sequence
X = X o ^ X i ^ X 2 - • • ^-tr

has been defined, that Sing ^ -^ 0, and also that the functions (p^: ^ ^ D are given
f=0, . . ., r. Then Max((p^) is the center of a permissible transformation say 71^+1:
"r+l
Xr

<—

Xr+1

such that either ^+1 is a resolution of ^ or there is an upper semicontinuous function
^r+i'-tr+i -^ ^d conditions (a), (b) and (c) of (ii) (with the obvious adjustement of
subindices) hold.
(iv) For some r. Sing ^r=0i'e'
"1

"2

"r

X = X o ^ - X i ^ • • • ^-Xr

is a resolution (Def. 2.1).
(v) Suppose that ord(x)=l, that Sing Qc) = R (r) (x) (1.19.2) and x 4 - Xi <- . • . <- Xr
have been constructed, and assume that only hypersurfaces arising as exceptional locus
from this sequence of permissible transformations intersect Sing(^) [which is also regular
(Prop. 1.16.4)], then
Max (p,= Sing ^
f. e. (p^ is constant at Sing ^.
Remark 2.2.1. — Let ^ be as in (v) then (p,. is constantly equal to some ceD. If
"r
Xr <- Xr + 1

is any permissible transformation and Sing^+i 7^0 then all conditions on ^ hold also on
^.+1, and if we define (p^+i: Sing^+i -^D by (p^+i=c (the constant function), then
condition (iii) still holds.
Remark 2.2.2. — On a ordered set (D, ^) we may assume the existence of an element
oo^eD such that ^< oo^, V^-eD, ^ oo^. If not we can "add" such an element to D.
Given D^ and D^ as before we consider on D^ x D^ the lexicographic order, then
^ D i x D a ^ ^ D ^ ^Da)'

Z (or Z U { oo }) will be considered with the usual order.
2.3. We begin by constructing an upper semicontinuous function T from which (p will
derive.
First we consider the case of an idealistic space of dimension m, say %: I -> C (m, A)
and weighted order zero (Def. 1.19.1).
2.3.1. Case dim^=m and w—ord^==0.
4° SERIE - TOME 22 - 1989 - N° 1
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At each closed point xeSing^ define A ^ = = { a e A | x e E ^ } [see Def. 1.17.1 (ii)] and
recall that cj= A^m.
Let now T: Sing ^ -> Z3 x A"1 be defined as follows
T(l)(x)=0
T(2)(x)=-^(x)

where ^(x)=min{fc |3ii<i'2< . . . <fJ

f,eAJ=l,2, . . . , f e

and

a(;\)(x)+. . . +a0\)(x)^l}.

If^=^(x)then
T(3)(x)=max{a(i\)(x)+. . . +a(^)(x)|;\<. . . <fp
and
E,^A^=1,2,...,^}.
Now consider Af = A^ x . . . x A^ (^-times) with the lexicographic ordering, and:
P=(Pi, . . ., p^)=max{(Pi . . . P^) | Pi > P 2 . . . > P^eA,
JC

f=l,2, . . .,^

and

JC

a(PO(x)+. . . +a(P^)(x)=T(3)(x)}.

Define:
T(4)(x)=(P, oo)eA m (peA?c:A^andoo=oo^m-^eA W -^)
We shall now define at ImgTc:Z3 xA"1 a partial order, without a notion of order at
A, but extending the lexicographic order at Z3.
It suffices to defines a notion of T(x)<T(y) at closed points x, ye Sing 7 for which
T(/)(x)=T(/)(j)=^,7= 1, 2 and 3 (ai=0 by assumption).
Let J={xeSing5c|T(/)(x)=^.,7=l, 2, 3 }. One can check (at each a el) that the
irreducible components of J are open subset of irreducible components of Sing^ of
dimension m+a^ [at W(oc)]. Now we say that T(4)(x)<T(4)(y) if there are closed
points {XQ=X^, . . ., x^=y}c:J such that:
(a) T ( 4 ) ( x , ) e A ^ f = o , . . . , ; - l
(b) for some i as before T(4)(^.)<T(4)(^.-n) at A^.
The consistency of this definition follows from (1.17.1.1) and Def. 1.17.2 (ii).
This order is not a total order at Img T, and the existence of maximal elements follows
from the hypothesis of quasi-compactness on ^.
The maximal elements might not be unique as shown in the following examples:
Examples. — Consider at W=Spec(C[.?c, y, z]) hypersurfaces
Ei={x=0},

E,={x=l},

and given { f , j} eA^ let i <j iff i<j (at Z).
x
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Define also T^=E^.nEj.
Example 1. - Let (J, b) be defined at W by J = < x ( x - l ) z > and fc=2.
Sing (b) (J)=Tl4UT24, T is maximal along Sing^J) and

Then

maxT={(0, -2,1, (1, 4, oo)); (0, -2, 1, (2, 4, oo))}.
Example 2:
J=<x(x-l).^.z>,

fc=2.

^1=^41/^4^341/^3^3
in this case maxT={(0, —2, 1, (3, 4, oo))} is reached exactly along T34.
Remark 2.3.1. — One can check that T is upper semicontinuous, moreover for a fixed
del.3 xA"1 the condition T>d is closed at Sing^.
Recall now from Def. 1.17.4 the notion of total order at A^ after a permissible
transformation and check that T=(p satisfies all conditions of 2.2.
2.3.2. Case of dim % = m and w — ord (x) > 0yi-r)^ y ( - r + l ) ^_

Consider ^ together with a fixed sequence
^(-l)"^.1^)

in the conditions of the sequence (2.1.1) of Def. 2.1, so that / (-r) is the birth of ^ and
E^ = E^ UE^ (E^ (a) = E^ (a) + E^ (a), Va e I) are defined.
Now let T: w-Sing ^ -> Z3 x A"* be defined for each x e w-Sing ^ by:
T(l)(x)=w-ord(x) (Def. 1.9.1)
T(2)(x)=

f0
[

if

xeR(r)(w(x)) (1.19.2 and 1.19.4)
1
if x^R(r)(w(x))

OBSERVATION 2.3.2. — R(r)(w^) is a "component" of w—sing^ (Remark 1.19.2), this
fact can be checked at any Sing(w(j^a)))cW(a)(aeI)). Moreover the definitions of
r(^) (Def. 2.1) together with Proposition 1.16.4 and 1.19.3 assert that a point
xeR(r)(w(^)) if and only if the final imagen of such point at ^ (-r) is a point of
R^KwOc^)).
Now define:
nOc)=ct:{oceAjE,eE;}
m (x) = cj= { a e A^ | E^ e E^" and w-Sing (%) ^ E^ locally at x }
and finally
T(3)(X)=.

AndT^^^ooeA"*.
4s SERIE - TOME 22 - 1989 - N° 1
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The function T\ takes values at Q, but since we assume that ^ is quasi-compact there
is n e Z such that Img T^ c 1/n Z c: Q, and 1/n Z ^ Z as ordered sets.
Remark 2.3.2. — The fact T is well defined follows from the notion of equivalence of
points at weighted idealistic situations (Def. 1.17.3) and Theorems 1.13.1 and 1.13.2.
OBSERVATION 2.3.3. — If dim^=m==l (Def. 1.18.2) then T=(p satisfies all conditions
of 2.2.
Remark 2.3.4. — If w—ord7>0 then T reaches a unique maximal value along
w-SingOc). And for a fixed element r i e Z x A W both {xew-Sing5c|T(X)^rf} and
{xew-Sing^\T(X)>d} are closed subsets (Def. 1.18.2) included in w-Sing ^. In fact
the values of T are taken in the totally ordered discrete subset Z3 x oo (c= Z3 x A"*).
DEFINITION 2.4. — A preparation procedure of an idealistic space ^ of weighted order
bigger than zero, constists of a sequence of permissible transformation
"1

X

<—

"S+l

Xi • • • < — X s

<—

Xs+i

such that w—ord ^=w—ord ^ and either w—ord ^+1 < w—ord ^
X.+i=w-ord ^ then T(3)(x)=0, Vxew-Sing(^+i)-

OT

^ ^ w—ord

DEFINITION 2.5. — Let

P^-^-^-.-.-X^X

be as in 2.3.2, i. e. ^ (-r) is the birth of ^ (Def. 2.1), and let n'^-^^'^ denote the
composition of the intermediate transformation. Then given xew-Sing(^) we define the
birth ofx to be the point Ti^ew-Sing^"^).
2.6. Here we define a notion of an inductive procedure. Let the assumptions and
notation be as in Def. 2.5. Assume also that T(3)(x)=0, Vxew-Sing(^), and that this
condition does not hold at ^(-1).
Now fix xew-Sing(/) and let ^ew-Sing^"^) denote the birth of
x. ^ -r): I -> C (m, A). Choose a e I such that
y e w-Sing (^(-r) (a)) c: W^ (a).
Now w-Sing^'^a^Sing^O^'^a)) (Remark 1.17.6), and OTd(\v(^(~r\y)))=\
(Remark 1.17.7).
So Theorem 1.16.1 asserts that there is a regular hypersurface H, such that
yeH c: W^^a), having maximal contact with W^ja^^a)) locally at y.
After a convenient restriction assume that H has maximal contact with W^^^a)).
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The sequence of permissible transformations P : ^ (-r) < - . . . < - ^(0) gives rise to:
(1) a sequence of w-permissible transformations over
(W^Qx), ^-^(cx), E^(-r), A^(-r)) (Def. 1.17.4):
(W<-^(a), ^-^(a), E^(-^, A^(-^)<- . . .
^-(W^oc), ^<°)(a),E^(0), A^(0)).
(2) a sequence of permissible transformations over
(W^ (a), w (^-r) (a)), E^) (Def. 1.8).
Since orcUH^ja^'^a)))^ (Remark 1.17.7), it can be interpreted as a sequence of
w-permissible transformations (see Remark 1.17. 8).
(W^^cx), w^-^oc)), E^-.)^ A^(-^) ^ . . .
^(W^a), ^(^(a)), E^(O)^ A^(O)^).
Let Hi denote the final strict transform of H( <= W^'^a)) at W^a), and let
A^ (a) = E^(O) (a) U E^0) (a) be as in 2.3.2.
Now we consider two cases
2.6 (a) Case T (2) 00=1. In this case, .y^R^M^"^))). Since R^w^"^))) is
a connected component of w-Sing(J^ -r )=Sing(w(J^ -r )) (Proposition 1.16.4), we may
assume after shrinking that R (r (w (^(-r))) = 0 (at W^^ (a)).
Now one can check at W^^a) that E^=E^OHi is empty or a smooth hypersurface
for E^eE^o^, and E^=0 if E^eE^o^ [at least locally at w-Sing(/)].

E

Let E ^ = { E j ) i e A } , then the inclusion Hc^W^a) and (Hi, EJ, (W^^a), E^)
satisfy the condition 1.11.1.
On the other hand H^ has maximal contact with ^(^^(a)) at W^^a). One can
check that the conditions are given for Theorem 1.15, (fc) to hold, so that there is an
idealistic situation (Def. 1.8) (H^, ^, E^) such that i: H^ c^ W^^a) is a strong immersion from (Hi, ^, EA) to (W^^a), ^(^^(a)), EJ (Def. 1.11).
^ might have order bigger than l==ord(w(^°(a))) (Remark 1.17.7). We define
the weighted idealistic situation (H^, ^, E^, A^) where A^= {a(^) |^eA} such that
a(^)(x)=0,VxeE,(VE,eE,0.
Arguing as before at each point y, we construct a restriction of w(^) to an w — 1
dimensional idealistic space ^(0) (Def. 1.18. 3). Theorem 1.12 asserts that ^(0) is quasicompact (Def. 1.19.1). And Sing ^(0) = (Sing w (^(0))) - R (r) (w (50°)) which consists of
"connected components" of Singw^ 0 ^ (Remark 1.19.2).
In this case we define the restriction of w(^°) to be ^(0).
2.6(b) Case T (2) (y) =0 i.e. yeR(^)(w (^ -r))).
After a convenient restriction we may assume that R(T)(w(% (-r) ))=Sing(w(^ (-r) ))
(Def. 1.19.3).
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Let a and H c: W^^a) be as before. Since H has maximal contact with ^(^"^(a)),
apply Theorem 1.15 case (b) if possible (see Remark I below) and let (H, ^, E^, A^)
induce a strong immersion with (W^'^a), ^(^"^(a)), £0, A0) (we do not assume
thatE^^at^-^a)).
One can check that, by this procedure an m—1 dimensional idealistic space ^ (-r) has
been defined such that:
(i) ^ (-r) is quasi-compact
(ii) Sing ^-r) = Sing w (^-r) == w-Sing (^-r))
(in) The permissible sequence (3: ^ (-r) <- . .. <- ^ induces a permissible sequence
P : X^-...-^.

(iv) Sing ^ = Sing w (x^), 7 = - r, . . ., 0.
(v) w(5c°) is restrictive to 7° (Def. 1.18.3).
In this case we define the restriction of w(%°) to be 50° (with birth /(-r)).
Remark 2.6.1. — Let %° be the restriction of w(^°) as in 2.6 (a) or 2.6 (fc), then:
(i) Sing(^°)=w-Sing(^) (disregarding eventually connected components of the second
term).
(ii) the function T : w-Sing(^) -^ Z3 x A"*; is constant along Sing^0^
Remark I. — The procedure of 2.6 is not defined at x if and only if
(i) T^-^I
(ii) T(2)0;)(=T(2)(x))=0
since, in that case and only in that case Theorem 1.15^) does not apply.
2.7

2.7.1. Before going into the development of this section we sketch the strategy to
follow in a simplified form.
So we start with a pair (J, b) and E = { E i , . . ., E^ hypersurfaces with only normal
crossings in a regular scheme W of dimension m (as in § 1). Recall that if / is the induced
idealistic space, then permissible transformations over % correspond to w-permissible
transformations over (J, &), E (Def. 1.18.2). Say
Z

Xi

.......

Xr

(J, &)^(J,, b) . . . . ^ (J, b)
E
E,
E,
where: (i) (J^, b) is the transform of (J,-i, b) (Def. 1.3).
(ii) J,=MJ<°, M a monomial (Def. 1.17.1).
(iii) w-ord(J)^ . . . ^ w-ord(J,) (Remark 1.17.6 (iii)).
(iv) w-Sing ^ = Sing (w-^)= Sing w(Jf, b) [w(Jf, b) as in 1.17.6].
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The notion of birth of 50, (and of E,=E,T UE^) of Def. 2.1 corresponding to the
smallest index k for which w-ord((Jfc, b)) = w-ord ((J,, b)).
If the weighted order of (J,, b) is zero i. ^. if J, is locally a monomial, the resolution of
(J,, b) will follow easily. So assume that w-order(J,, b)>0 (as in 2.3.2).
For further simplification we restrict our attention to the functions on w-Sing /, defined
by T(l) [constantly equal to w-order(J,, b)] and T(3), T(3)(x)=n(x) (as in 2.3.2).
These two functions turn out to be substantial for this procedure of resolution.
In 2.7.2 we stu^y the maximal value of this function (in a lexicographic sense) along
w-Sing(^), say MaxT^=((o, n). We set
MaxT,= {xew-Sing(x,)/T(x)=((o, n)}.
Fix xeJVIax(T,), then n(x)=n, and say { E ^ , . . ., E,,} = {E^E.'/xeEj, E, locally
defined by x;=0.
Then MaxT, is the singular locus of a new pair of order 1 (Def. 1.2), say T,(J,, &),
where:
\
\i

T,(J,, b) -w(j, &)n«x,>, i ) n . . . n«^>, i)
or equivalently, if w(J,, b)=(cS/, d)
T,(J,fc)-(^+(x^)+... +(^),ri)

[ ~: isomorphic in the sense of idealistic situations (Def. 1.9)].
If n=0, in 2.6 we showed that the problem of resolution of co(J,, b) (the problem of
"lowering" the weighted order), is a problem of resolution of an idealistic space of
dimension smaller then m.
n is to be thought of as an obstruction in this sense.
The main results in this section are: [see conditions (1), (2), (3) and (4) of 2.7.3 for
precise statements].
(a) The lowering of n [or of CD = weighted order of (J,, h)], is equivalent to the resolution
of the pair T,(J,, b).
(b) The problem of resolution of T, (J,, b) is a problem of resolution of idealistic spaces
of dimension smaller then m.
Of course the number n, or any n (x) is bounded by m. There cannot be more then
m-hypersurfaces with normal crossings at x e W.
2.7.2. Consider a sequence

p:^'11-^'-^1^...^-1*"-1/^/
of permissible transformations over an m-dimensional idealistic space ^ (-r) : I -^ C(w, A)
such that
vv-ord (/ ( ~ r) ) = w-ord (7) > 0.
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We assume, inductively on r, that each Kj is a permissible transformation with center
Cp uniquely determined by an upper semicontinuous function on the "closed" sets wSing^).
In 2.3.2 we have constructed a function T on each w-Sing^0^) which is upper
semicontinuous. Now define for each such T : M2Lx(^(f^(j))) or simply.
Max(T) = maximum value of T at w-Sing^0^), and
Max (T) == { x e w-Sing (^ | T (x) = Max T}
(see Remark 2.3.4).
Assume that the following conditions hold:
(i) Cj c Max T c= w-Sing ^
(ii) for any x e w-Sing ^u+1)); T (71, (x)) ^ T (x).
DEFINITION 2.7.2.—When these conditions hold then for each xeMax(T) c- wSing(^) we define:
1. w-Sing(x)=T(x)(=Max(T)).
2. the m-birth of x as the image y of x by the natural map n: % -» ^ (-J) where —7 is
the smallest index for which T (x) = Max (T (^-J)).
Remark. — Given x as before, let ^ be the m-Sing birth of x and z the birth of x
(Def. 2.5). Then z is also the birth of y.
2.7.3. In 2.6 we studied a sequence P (as before) such that w-ord(5c ( ~ r) )=w-ord(5c) >0
and the additional hypothesis that T(3)(x)==0, Vxew-Sing(7). In this section we consider the case that MaxT=(^i, d^ d^ oo) (T : w-Sing(5c) -^Z 3 xA"*) where d^>0 and
we want to construct now a preparation procedure (Def. 2.4).
Let —j and y be as before and F^-^MaxCT) c: w-Sing^"^), let z denote the birth
of y and let ael be such that zew-Sing^-^a)) c: W^^a) where ^(oO^W^Ca),
^-^(a), E^(-r)^, A^(-r)^).

Now w-Sing^-^a^SingM^-^a)) and ord(w(^ ( ~ r) (a)))= 1 (Remark 1.17.1).
Again by theorem 1.16.1 there is a smooth hypersurface H^^ c: W^^a) such
that zeH^^ and H^^ has maximal contact with ^(^"^(a)) [after shrinking
W^^a)].
If H^^ denotes the strict transform of H^^ at W^^a) by the maps induced over
W^^a), then yeH^^ and H^ has maximal contact with ^(^"^(a)) (which is the
transform of the idealistic exponent ^(^"^(a))) at W^'^a) [Remark 1.17.6
(iii)]. Recall (as in 2.6) that H^^ has normal crossings with E^O)^) (2.1). If
^(^"^(a)) is defined locally at y by a pair (J, fc), then consider the idealistic exponent

K=((J+ Z P?^)),

r=(E^)-

y e Es 6 r

(2.1) where P, c= O^u)^ is the sheaf of ideals 0 (-E,).
One can check that:
(a) SingK^F^ (locally at y).
(b) K is well defined independently of the election of (J, b).
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Remark. - Assume that T (2) (y) = ( = T (2) (z)) = 0 then
(J+

^

P^, b) - (J+

y e ES 6 r

^

P?, fc) (Def. 1.1)

y e E( e r'

where r = { E, e (E^O-)) - | w-Sing (/(-J)) i E,} (locally at y).
Since KP has maximal contact with vi^ea^'^oO^J, b)), then it also has maximal
contact with K.
Now consider at W^-^a) the weighted idealistic situation (W^'^a),
K, (E^-j)^^, A^(-J)(^) where (E^-j)^)4' is as before and A^(-J)^) consists of functions
a(^) : E^Q, for each E^E^-j)^ where a(?i)(x)=0, VxeE^.
Now for each E^(E^u)^)+ let E^E^nH^ and define E ^ = { E ^ (as before)} and
A^ = { a (X) : E^ -^ Q (E,, as before) such that a (k) (x) = 0, V x e E^}.
E^ consists of hypersurfaces (at H^^) with only normal crossings.
We claim that the conditions of Theorem 1.15 (b) are given (see Remark II below),
so that there is an idealistic exponent ^ at H^^ and a strong immersion
(H^ ^, E,,) c; (W^'^a), K, (E^-.)^).
Arguing in the same way for all points xeMax(T) c= ^°=% and all election of
hypersurfaces H^^, we construct an m — 1 dimensional idealistic space ^ (-J) which is
quasi-compact and satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Sing ^( " J)= Max (T) <= w-Sing^-^).
(2) The permissible sequence
^(-^"(lyt-J+l)^

"(_1 Y(°)='y

induces a permissible sequence
(A):

^-^(-^)^...<-^»

over ^"^ such that Sing (y^^ Max (T) c w-Sing(7(!)) for all 1= -j, -;+1, . . ., 0.
(3) If ^"^ <- ^ J + l ) <- . • • <- X(o) <- . . . x^ ]ls a permissible sequence [extending that
of (2)] then it induces a permissible sequence

(x^... ^x^- ... -x' 0 '-^- ... -z^
at permissible centers C^—r^l^k) such that (i) and (ii) of 2.7 hold. Moreover
Sing y^ Max (T) c: w-Sing^) O^l^k and
Max (T : w-Sing (^)->Z3 x^m)> Max (T : w-Sing (^) -> Z3 x A^")
if and only if Sing ^(fc) = 0.
(4) Conversely, if ^( "^^ . . . <-/ (0) <-^(1) <- . . . ^(fc) is
(-r)
^ < - . . . - < - 7° =7 by permissible transformations at centers
C, c= Max T c w-Sing t^),
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such that (i) and (ii) of 2.7 hold, and if
Max (T : w-Sing (^)) -^ Z3 x A") = Max (T : w-Sing (^) -. Z3 x A"*)
then it induces a sequence of permissible transformations
X^^...^0^1^....-^

and Sing^^JVlaxT c= w-Sing^^O, . . ., fe.
Remark IL - The construction of the restricted situation at y would not be possible
if and only if:
(1) T^-^l
(2) T (2)00=0

(3) T (3) OQ=0
(s^ Remark I) but we assumed in the construction of 1.7.2 that T(3) (y)^0.
2.8. Now let D,=Z 3 x A- J,=D, x D,_i x . . . x D, and suppose that the theorem
of constructive resolutions (2.2) holds in dimension smaller then m.
We assume that the sequence (A) is a constructive sequence, i.e. that there is a
resolution
^(-j) _ ^(-^D <- . . . ^ ^(0) <- ^(D <- . . . ^ ^ ^(0)^

together with functions v|/^_i : Sing^-^J^.,, -j ^k<l satisfying the conditions at 2 2
(s^ observation 2.3.3). Recall that Sing^^.Maxm c w-Sing^) where now:
Y^^^-.
/L

4-yW ^ y( 1 ) <A-

A , ' ^ • • •

^yW y(0)_..
<

^ ^ ? ^ — ^

is the permissible sequence constructed with these centers.
Moreover this maximum value of T along w-Sing^-^) is the same, say c, for all
-J^s^l.
So if c, is the maximum of T along w-Sing^0) (assuming that the birth of /<° is still
/ ), then Ci <c. But this simply means that
( fc)

Max { T (3) (x) | x € w-Sing O^0) } < Max { T (3) (x) | x e w-Sing (/(-fc))}
But T(3)(x)^m=dimx ( o (Def. 1.18.2). So repeating this argument we are left in
the situation at which either w-ord^^w-ord^"^) orw-ord^^w-ord^-^) and
T (3) (x) = 0, V x e w-Sing Q^0). In this way we have constructed a preparation procedure
(Def. 2.4) and now the inductive procedure of 2.6 can be applied.
In either case at F<5) = {xew-Sing (^) |F(x) is maximum }= Max (T) define
C° 00 = (T (x), v|^_ i (x)); this defines a map:
——
e:F^D,xJ,_,(=JJ
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We are still left with the case (within w-ord(^)>0) where:
T(2)(x)=0,

Vxew-Sing(x)

T(3)(x)=0,

Vxew-Sing(x)

andT(wOc))=l.
In this case and only in this case, the procedure introduced before are of no use. But
then w-Sing^ is regular at each point and w-Sing^ itself is a center of a permissible
transformation and such transformation defines a resolution of vv(^). On the other
hand the function T : w-Sing(%) -> D^ is constant. So we define
v|^(x)=(T(x), oo)eD,xJ,_i=J,
Finally, if w-ord(^)=0 define
\|/^: Single -^
by
vL(x)=(T(x), oo)

(Remark 2.3.1 asserts that a resolution of % can be "constructed").
2.9. With the assumption of constructive resolutions of singularities for idealistic
spaces of dimension smaller then m, we have produced in 2.8, for any m-dimensional
idealistic space ^ a unique resolution:
nr
Xo^-Xr • • ^ X r ^ ^ - X n
Yo Y,
Y,

(A)
n,.

where each Xr < - Xr+i ls a permissible transformation with center Y,. c: Sing^.
DEFINITION 2.9.1. —Given a point xeSing^, if x^Y^ we identified it with a point
xeSing^+i in such a way that II,.: Sing ^ +1 -> Sing ^ is locally an isomorphism
(at x). Since (A) is finite there is a well defined number r'^r which is maximal with
the condition that II1,: Sing ^ -> Sing ^ (the composition of all intermediate maps) is an
isomorphism locally at x. We say that "xeSing^/ 9 . In this case xeY,, c= Sing(^/),
because of the maximality of r\ r' is called the level ofx.
DEFINITION 2.9.2. — Given an upper semicontinuous function h: F -> (D, ^), if (D, ^)
is totally ordered then set Max h = {maximal value of h} (a unique element) and
Max h = {x | h (x) = Max (h)}. If D is not totally ordered, then Maxh might consist of
more than one element. We will assume moreover that for each x e F, there is a totally
ordered subset (D^, <) c= (D, <) and that lmg(h) c: D^ locally at x.
Examples of these maps are given by
T: Sing w (7) -> D as pointed out in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
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Now Max h becomes a disjoint union of closed sets
MaxA==

U

Max(/0(d),

Max(h)(d)={x\h(x)=d}

d e Max h

LEMMA 2.9.3. — Suppose \ve are given the following data:
HO

(B)

<

X

-

YocrFo

HI
Xl

4

Y.czF,

-

Tlj
X/

^-^Xn

Y, c= F,

and upper semicontinuous functions hy: ¥y->(D, ^) such that:
(i) the data (B) is a resolution of ^.
(ii) F,. c: Sing^. is closed, Y,. is the center of II,. and Y^ c= Max(^).
(iii) if xeF^+i and II(x)eF^ then A^+i (x)^^(II^(x)) and the equality holds if moreover n(x)^Y,.
(iv) ST (F,) c: F,+i [ST(F,) strict transform of FJ, (ST(F,) =0 if Y,=F,).
(v) If x € Y, (s > r) and n? (x) e Y, than ^ (x) ^ ^ (n? (x).
(vi) If 5>r, VxeF,3deMax^ such that hy(x)^d and if equality holds then
11^ (x) e Max hy (TI^: the composition of all intermediate maps).
Define now H^: Sing 7,. ^(D, ^) as follows: given xeSing^ let r' be the level of x
(Def. 2.9.1) then xeY^, and we define H,(x)=h^(x). We claim that
(a) If xeF^, H,(x)=h,(x) f. e. H, extends h,.
(fc) H,(x)^H,_i (n(x)) and equality holds if II(x)^Y,_i.
(c) H^ is upper semicontinuous, Max H^ = Max hy and Max H,. =Max hy.
Remark 2.9.3.1. — In the conditions of (vi), if hy(x)=d then x e Max h^.
Proof (of the Lemma). — (a) Let xeF,. and r' be the level of x. We must prove that
hy (x) = hy' (x), this follows from (iv) and (iii).
(b) If nOc)^Y,_i, then level of x and n(x) concide, so H,_i(II(;c))=H,(;c). If
n (x) e Y, _ i then the level of II (x) is r -1 and H, _ i (II (x)) = A, _ i (II (x)). Let r' be the
level of x, then x e Yy/ and clearly 11^ _ ^ (x) = n (x) so

H,(x)=M^)^r-i(n(x))=H,_i(n(x))
[inequality due to (v)].
(c) Given deD, we define
U={xeSingx,/H,(x)^}

v= u n^F^))
(s, d') 6 r

/

/

^={(s,d )/d GM3ix(h,)d/^d and s^r},
F(s, rf)=Max(y(rf')={x€Max(y/^(x)==^}.
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We claim that U=V. In which case, since each n^ is proper and the F(s, d ' ) are
closed, U is a finite union of closed sets.
Fix xeU, H,(x)=d'^d and let r ' be the level of x. Then x e Y ^ ( g MaxM so
d'eMax^) and (f^d i.e. (r\ DeF, so xen^F^, 0) i.^. xeV.
If xeV there is y e Max (fej ( d ' ) ((s, d^eF) such that n^(j)=x, so ^ (>) = d! e Max (/ij
and d.' ^ d.
Let V be the level of y and r' the level of x. Clearly s'^r', n^(j)=xeY,, and .yeY,/,
so
H^x)=h^x)^h,(y)=h^(y)=d/^d
[inequelity do to (v)] i. e. x e U.
Let us show that Max hy= Max H^. First we prove that: VdeMaxH^, ^d'eMax/i^
such that d ^ ^/. In fact if H^ (x) = d for some point x e Sing 7^ of level r\ then x e Y^/ c= F,..
and hy,(x)=d. By (vi) there is d'eMax^) such that d^ri'. Since (a) is proved it
follows that Max \ = Max H^. Again because of (a), Maxfe,. ^ MaxH^ and the equality
is clear from (vi).
Remark 2.9.4. — Suppose that the sets F^ are replaced by F00 satisfying:
(fl)Max(h,) c: F^ c: F, and F^ is closed
(b) Condition (iv) of Lemma 2.9.3.
and (c) hy: F^ ^ D are defined by restricting hy to F^.
With this conditions we assert that:
(1) the statement of the Lemma still holds.
(2) If H^ is defined as in the Lemma then Hy = H,..
Proof of (1) is straightforwards [see Remark 2.9.3.1 for (vi)] and (2) is due to the fact
that the construction of H^ depends only on /ijy^^ 5 ^^ ^d ^s <=_Max^ c F^.
PROPOSITION 2.9.5. — Given the resolution (A) of 2.9, k^ ¥y be defined as:
(A) F,=Singw(x,) ^ w-ord (7,) > 0.
(B) F,=Sing^ i/-w-ord(^)=0
and set Ty: ¥y-^D as in 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, ^n all the conditions of Lemma 2.9.3 are
satisfied.
Proof. — (i) and (ii) follow by construction.
(iv): If w-ord(^)>0 and the strict transform of F^=Singo)(^) is non-empty, then the
w-ord(^+i)=w-ord(^) and w(^+i) is the transform of w(/,.) (2.7). Now (iv) is clear
in this case.
If w-ord(^)=0 then F,=Sing^, w-ord/,-n==0 and F^+i=Sing^+i, so also in this
case (iv) is clear.
(iii) We prove it by considering different cases:
(a) w-ord(^+i)<w-ord(^). In this case it is clear that w-ord(^>0 and as discussed
above [in the prove of (iv)], ¥y = Sing w (^) must be Y^, (iii) is now obvious from these
remarks.
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(fc) w-ord(^+i)=w-ord(^)=o)>0. The first coordinate of Ty is constant alonog ¥y
(equal to co) and the some holds at F^+^. The second coordinate is T(2), the good
behavior of this function is given by Prop. 1.16.4 which states that T(2) (x)=T(2) (II (x)),
VxeSing(^+i). So that we are left with proving (iii) by looking at the function T(3),
now the statement follows from the fact that E^+i is the strict transform of E^~ and by
the construction of (A) in terms of T [condition (1) (2) (3) and (4) of 2.7.2].
(c) If w-ord(/^+i)=w-ord(^)=0 we refer to Remark 2.3.1.
(v) (a) w-ord(^)<w-ord(^) there is nothing to prove. We must consider the cases.
(b) w-ord(^)=w-ord(^.)>0 and (c) w-ord(/J=w-ord(/J=0 both undergo essentially
the some proofs as those given above for (b) and (c) of (iii).
(vi): is clear from the construction of (A) in terms of T.
PROPOSITION 2.9.6. — L e t (A), F,., Y^ be as in Prop. 2.9.5, if each ¥y is replaced by
¥ ' = Max T,., then the conditions of Remark 2.9.4 hold.
Proof. — the non trivial point is to show that condition (iv) of Lemma 2.9.3 still holds
i.^.ST(F;)cF;^.
If w-ord(^.)>0, there is an n — 1 dimensional idealistic space ^(0 such that
Sing (y^^ Max (T,) (=F (r) ), and if Max(T^)=^ then the lowering of d is equivalent to
(t )

the resolution of /(0 [conditions (1), (2), (3) aond (4) of 2.7.2], so we look at ^<- ^+1.
If MaxT^+i<rf, Y^ must be Sing^0 (=F^) and there is nothing to prove. If
MaxT^+i=d then MaxT^+i is the singular locus of ^l+l which is the transform of ^
by a permissible map ^ <- ^l+l, but then the ST(Sing^) <= Sing^^ as was to be shown.
If w-ord(^) =0 then F^ is the center i. e. F^^Y^ and there is nothing to prove.
2.9.7. In 2.8 we defined at F^MaxT, a function
vl/,=F^D=D,xJ,
in such a way that p\ ° v|^=T^ (p\ projection on D^).
THEOREM 2.9.7. — The data
(A)

<Xo <Xi
Xj <<— Xn
Yo <= ^ YI c ¥^ Y, c= F0^

together with the functions \|/^; F^-^D satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.9.3. In
particular there are, for each 5, functions \|/^: Sing 7, —> D^ x J^ making of (A) a constructive
resolution in the sense of 2.2.
Proof. — After Prop 2.9.6, (i), (ii) and (iv) deserve no proof (vi) is clear from the
construction of (A) [recall that Y,==Max\|/^, and for s>r, x and d as in (vi) then
h,(x)<d].
(iii) (a) If w-ord(^)=0, then v(/^ is basically T^ and again this case is in Prop. 2.9.6.
(b) If w-ord(5c,)>0 and MaxT,>MaxT,+i, then Y, =Max T, (= F00) and the assertion
is clear.
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(c) If MaxT^=MaxT^+i, there is ^ (as in the proof of Prop 2.9.6) such that
F^Sing^), F^^SingOc^1).
Now T(x)=T(II(x)) so one must prove (hi) for v|/^_i and now x and II (x) are
singular points of an m — 1 dimensional resolution.
But v|/yn-i is constructive and (iii) follows from (ii), of 2.2.
(v) Reduces immediatly to the case T^ (x) = T,. (11^ (x)) and undergoes essentially the some
argument of the proof of (c) given just above.
2.10
Remark 2.10.1. - Why T(2)?
As pointed out in 2.7, the role ot T(2) is not essential for our constructions i.e. we
can define T(2)(x)=l whenever T(l)(x)>0 without affecting the general
strategy. However if we consider (J, 1), E, J= <x, y ) c: C|x, y, z|, E={Ei},
EI = {z==0} c: C3, then one can check that the number of unnecessary quadratics transformations applied before solving the pair, will diminish if we do consider this function.
2.10.1. — At this point we give a punctual construction of the functions v|/^ defined at
2.8.
Let / an idealistic space of dimension m, if w-ord^=0 i. e. if ^ is locally a monomial,
\|/^ reduces to T (2.3.1).
We consider therefore the case w-ord^>0. In order to simplify set (J, b) as in
paragraph 1 and (J^, b) aristing from (J, b) <- (J^, & ) . . . < - (J,., &)...<- (!„, b) with the
notations and assumptions of 2.7.1, where only the functions T(l) and T(3) where
considered [i. e. T (2) (x) = 1 if T (1) (x) > 0].
So let (co, n) be MaxT^, and k^r be the smallest number for which
MaxT^=(o), no). Recall from 2.7.1 that T^(J^, b) was an "m—1-dimension" idealistic
pair such that Max T,. = Sing T^ (J^, b) and that
(J,,b)^...-(J^)
induces a sequence of permissible maps:
TJJ,,fc)^...^T,(J,fc),
each Tf(J^, b) being the transform of T f _ i ( J ^ _ i , b) (Def. 1.3), for i>k.
Given x e Sing (Jp, b) we express \|/^ (x) by three coordinates, the first two corresponding
to Tp, the third to v|/^-i. We begin by defining, inductively on p, sets E ^ p as follows:
(i) if o)-v,(J^, h)<co-v^ (J^, b) (n=I^_0 (Def 1.17.1), or if^=0;
E^={E,eE,/xeE,}
(ii) if o)-v^(Jp, fc)=o)-v, ^ (Jp_i, ft)
E;, p = {ST (E,)/£, e E;_ ^ n (x) and x e ST (E,)}
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(as usual ST denotes the strict transform).
Now we claim that:
(a)T^(l)(x)=o)-v,(J^b)
(b)T,(3)(x)=E;,,
(c) If q{^p) is the smallest index for which Tq(^^(x))=^p(x). Consider at a neighbourhood of y = n^ (x) the pair:

(^, d)=w(j^, b) n (xi, i) n (^, i) n . . . n (x,, i)
[notation as in 2.7.1, where h=Tq(3)(y) and x^=0 defines E^eE^y locally at y]. Then
the third coordinate is vKi-i (x), t=p—q and v|/^-i arises from the constructive resolution
of the m — 1 dimensional pair (^, d).
Let r denote the level of x(r^p) (Def. 2.9.1) and recall the definition of v|/^(x) in
terms of the level of x (2.9.3 and 2.9.7).
Point (a) is clear and (fc) will follow by proving inductively on p, that:
OOE^={E,6E,-7xGE,}.
In the case (i), either p==0 or the weighted order of (J^, b) is smaller then that of
(Jp-i, b) and (ri) follows in this case from the definition of E^~ in terms of the weighted
orders of the pairs (2.1).
In the case (ii), if s is the level of n(x), clearly s^r and (with the identifications of
Def. 2.9.1)
w-ord(J,)=o)-Vn^)(J,, b)=co-v^(J,, b)=w-ord(J,)
since n (x) e Y^ c= Max v|/^ and x e Y^ <= Max \|/^. So (^) follows now from the relations
between E^ and E^~ given in 2.1.
Now that (d) is settled (for any p) we prove (c). So let s (^ ^) be the level of y and r
as before that of x. Clearly 5^r. On the other hand y g Y, c= Max T, and
xeY^ c: MaxT,. so:
Max T, = T, (y) = T, (x) = Max T, = (w, no).
In particular k^s (k defined as above).
Consider the composition of the intermediate maps: n^ and the point z=I\^(y). If
the level of z is the level of y, W^ is the identity map locally at y and (c) follows from (d)
and the construction of I\(Jfc, b) (2.7.1).
If n^ would not be an isomorphism at y, since n^=id, then k<q contradicting the
minimality of q.
So if x is considered as a point of Sing(J^, b), the point H[ (x) e Sing (Jj^, b) (which is
the w-birth of x Def. 2.7.2) has the same level as y.
Suppose now that the function Tp is replaced by Tp(l) and q by q^ (^p): the smallest
index for which ^i=Tp(l)(II^(x))=Tp(l)(x). Then the same argument as above will
show that the birth of xeSing(J^, b) (Def. 2.5) has the same level as y^ Therefore in
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the construction of 2.7.3 the election of the hypersurface of maximal contact can be done
locally at y^.
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